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Summary 
 At its eleventh meeting, the Conference of the Parties will be invited to elect 10 
members of the Working Group on Implementation from among the candidates 
nominated by Parties, for a term to last until the thirteenth meeting of the Conference 
of the Parties. In accordance with rule 23 of the rules of procedure, candidatures shall 
be communicated by the Parties to the secretariat at least eight weeks ahead of the 
meeting, i.e., by 12 October 2020. The secretariat shall communicate the list of 
candidates to the Parties at the latest six weeks before the meeting, i.e., by 26 October 
2020. The present document contains the candidatures communicated by the Parties 
to the secretariat in line with the above. 

 

  Introduction 

1. In accordance with the terms of reference of the Working Group on Implementation 
(ECE/CP.TEIA/32/Add.1), as amended by the Conference of the Parties at its ninth meeting 
(Ljubljana, 28–30 November 2016), the Working Group on Implementation under the 
Convention on the Transboundary Effects of Industrial Accidents shall be composed of not 
more than 10 members representing and nominated by Parties, with due consideration to the 
need for a balanced representation of the different geographical subregions of the United 
Nations Economic Commission for Europe and gender. They shall serve as members of the 
Working Group for one term of office and be eligible for re-election. A term of office 
commences at the end of an ordinary meeting of the Conference of the Parties and runs until 
its second ordinary meeting thereafter. 

2. In accordance with rule 23 of the rules of procedure, as amended by the Conference 
of the Parties at its ninth meeting (ECE/CP.TEIA/37), candidatures shall be communicated 
by the Parties to the secretariat at least eight weeks ahead of the meeting. The secretariat shall 
communicate the list of candidates to the Parties at the latest six weeks before the meeting. 
Unless the Conference of the Parties decides otherwise, subsidiary bodies shall elect their 
own chair and, as required, vice-chairs at the commencement of their first meeting after the 
meeting of the Conference of the Parties or when at least one third of the Parties present at 
the meeting request it. 
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  Candidatures 

3. By 12 October 2020, the secretariat received the following communications by Parties 
nominating candidatures for election as members of the Working Group on Implementation 
at the eleventh meeting of the Conference of the Parties (Geneva, 7–9 December 2020):1 

 
Party Name 
Belarus Mr. Pavel Chukharev 
Estonia Ms. Reelika Kuusik 
Latvia Ms. Laura Vizbule 
Netherlands Ms. Nicoletta Bouman 
Republic of Moldova Mr. Vitalii Mutaf 
Russian Federation Ms. Anna Tsarina 
Serbia Ms. Sanja Stamenkovic 
Slovakia Ms. Mária Šebestová 
Sweden Ms. Helena Fridh 
Switzerland Mr. Raphaël Gonzalez 

    

  
 1 The list is presented in alphabetical order of the Parties which nominated candidates. 


